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CONTEMPORARY
DANGEROUSLY
CHARMING
Deborah Blake
PB

$18.99

Ever since a near-fatal mistake
stripped Mikhail Day and his
brothers of their calling to be
Riders, Day has hidden from his shame and
his new, mortal life in a remote cabin in the
Adirondack mountains. But when a desperate
young woman appears on his doorstep, he
cannot resist helping her and cannot deny how
strongly he is drawn to her...
REDWOOD BEND
Robyn Carr
PB

$18.99

Katie’s a sensible single
mother and Dylan’s a die-hard
commitment-phobe. Neither
one is looking for long-term
romance. But sometimes it takes only a moment
to know you’ve found something that could
change your life forever.
DEJA WHO
Maryjanice Davidson
PB

$22.99

Leah Nazir is an Insighter.
Reincarnation is her business.
But while her clients pasts are
a mess, Leah’s is nothing short
of tragedy. She’s been murdered. A lot. If left
to that bitch called destiny, it’ll happen again.
Leah wants to know who’s been following her
through time, and who’s been stalking her in the
present...
GIRL FROM SUMMER
HILL #1
Jude Deveraux
PB

$29.99

Chef Casey Reddick has had it
up to here with men. Arriving in
the charming town of Summer
Hill, Virginia, peace and quiet on the picturesque
Tattwell plantation is just what she needs. But
the tranquillity is broken one morning when she
sees a gorgeous naked man on her porch.
STEALING TAFFY
Susan Donovan
PB

$18.99

Ten weeks in a swanky Arizona
rehab center and Tanyalee
Newberry, aka Taffy, is ready
to give up everything that isn’t
good for her - her forgery habit, taking (i.e.,
stealing) things that don’t belong to her, and,
of course, men. But when her flight home gets
re-routed, she finds herself in a hotel room with
her smoking-hot travel companion. One night
together is all it should have been.
TOO MUCH
TEMPTATION
Lori Foster
PB

$18.99

Awkward, insecure Grace
Jenkins has had little
experience with men. But that
hasn’t stopped her from dreaming hard about
Noah Harper. Gorgeous, strong and darkly
sexy, Noah has a rough edge beneath his polish
that promises no mercy in the bedroom. When
Grace learns Noah’s engagement has ended in
scandal, she shyly offers him her support and
her friendship. But Noah’s looking for more...

THE PERFECT GIFT
Emma Hannigan

PB

$19.99

Ever since she can remember,
Roisin has received a birthday
card in the post. Signed with love
from the birth mother she has
never met. Raised by adoptive parents, Keeley
and Doug, Roisin has wanted for nothing. But on
her 30th birthday a letter comes that shakes her
world...
OUR FIRST CHRISTMAS
Lisa Jackson
PB

$18.99

It s that time of year when the
world falls in love . . . Join four of
your favorite authors for tales of
Christmas romance to remember
forever: ‘Under the Mistletoe’ - Lisa Jackson, ‘A
Ranger for Christmas’ - Mary Burton, ‘A Southern
Christmas’ - Mary Carter and ‘Christmas in
Montana’ - Cathy Lamb.
WAKING UP WITH A
BILLIONAIRE
Katie Lane

PB

$16.99

Grayson Beaumont is the most
mysterious of the billionaire
brothers. Art became his refuge
from the pain of his mother’s death, and a way
to find peace and to connect with women... until
his inspiration deserts him and he can no longer
create. Then Chloe walks into his studio. As she
poses nude for him, she also bares her soul, and
it’s clear that she isn’t who she says she is.
DASHING THROUGH THE
SNOW
Debbie Macomber
PB

$18.99

Ashley Davison desperately
wants to spend the holidays
with her family in Seattle. Dash
Sutherland, a former army intelligence officer,
must get to Seattle by December 23. All flights
are full, and there’s only one rental car available.
Ashley and Dash reluctantly decide to share the
car. Neither anticipates the wild ride ahead.
THE KNITTING DIARIES
Debbie Macomber
PB

$18.99

An anthology. In “The 21st Wish,”
10-year-old knitter Ellen yearns
for her birth father to marry her
adoptive mother. For Robyn in
“Coming Unraveled”, knitting had been a way of
life until she pursued her dream of starring on
Broadway. In “Return to Summer Island”, a car
accident badly damages Caro’s hand and arm.
As she recovers, she finds solace in knitting and
unexpected romance.
BECAUSE IT’S
CHRISTMAS
Debbie Macomber and
Sheila Roberts
PB

$18.99

“The Christmas Basket” by
Macomber: Ten years ago,
Noelle and Thomas fell secretly in love. Secretly
because their mothers had been locked in a
bitter feud. “Merry Ex-Mas” by Roberts: Cass has
been looking forward to her daughter’s Christmas
wedding until she announces that she wants her
father, Cass’s ex, to walk her down the aisle.

THE GIRL OF HIS
DREAMS
Susan Mallery

PB

$16.99

The moment she turns 25, Kayla
Bedford is going to grab her
trust-fund money and take off for
Paris. She’ll drink wine, read at quaint cafes and
meet a handsome prince who’ll sweep her off her
feet. It’s been her dream since she was 12. She’s
so close to realising it, she’s counting down the
days.
SHE’S GOT A WAY
Maggie McGinnis
PB

$18.99

Gabriela O’Brien is devoted to
the girls at Briarwood Academy
even when their bad behavior
earns them an entire summer
at a remote campground in Vermont. When the
headmaster assigns Gabi to be their chaperone,
how can she refuse? A long, hot summer with
neither indoor plumbing nor wireless access
might be just what she needs to get her own life
in order...
FAST AND LOOSE
Fern Michaels
PB

$18.99

With the women of the
Sisterhood go away on a covert
assignment, their significant
others could be expected to kick
back and enjoy a little drama-free downtime. But
that’s not the way Jack, Ted, Harry, Charles, and
the rest of their comrades roll. A call has come to
the headquarters of their organisation: head of
security for Countess Anna de Silva suspects that
her deluxe casino is being robbed.
MEANT TO BE MINE
Lisa Marie Perry
PB

$16.99

Burke Wolf was Sofia’s first love:
a relationship that burned bright
and went up in flames. Seeing
him again, Sofia can’t help but
get caught up in that all-too-familiar tornado of
passion and pain. Sofia can’t afford to be careless
with her heart, yet loving Burke again might just
break it completely.
THIS MAGIC MOMENT
& ALL I WANT FOR
CHRISTMAS
Nora Roberts
PB

$27.99

Two holiday romances. In “This
Magic Moment” Ryan Swan
has one thing on her mind: convincing illusionist
Pierce Atkins to work with her production
company. “All I Want for Christmas” sees Zeke
and Zack Taylor, six-year-old motherless identical
twins, facing first grade — and they are worried.
THREE CHRISTMAS
WISHES
Sheila Roberts
PB

$18.99

When three friends visit a
shopping-mall Santa on a
lark, the jolly old elf is full of
mysterious predictions about the thing they’re all
wishing for: the perfect man. Or at least men who
are perfect for them.But Santa says that she’s
soon going to meet her ideal man in a memorable
way.

SAVING JAKE
Sharon Sala

PB

$18.99

After eight years in the
Marines, Jacob Lorde returns
to Blessings, Georgia, with no
plans other than to hole up
in his empty house and heal what’s left of his
soul. But with a charming next door neighbor
and a town full of friendly people, keeping to
himself is easier said than done. Laurel Payne
understands far too well what Jake is going
through...
OUT OF THIS WORLD
Jill Shalvis

PB

$18.99

When Rachel Wood, Los
Angeles mural artist and selfproclaimed queen of impulsive
actions, discovers a distant and
extremely eccentric relative has bequeathed
her a bed-and-breakfast in the wilds of Alaska,
she immediately heads north to check it out,
commandeering her best friend’s geeky brother,
Kel, for support.
THE TROUBLE WITH
MISTLETOE
Jill Shalvis
PB

$18.99

Willa Davis is wrangling puppies
when Keane Winters stalks into
her pet shop with frustration in
his chocolate-brown eyes and a pink bedazzled
cat carrier in his hand. He needs a kitty-sitter,
stat. But the last thing Willa needs is to rescue
a guy who doesn’t even remember her. Saddled
with his great aunt’s Feline from Hell, Keane
is desperate to leave her in someone else’s
capable hands.
BILLIONAIRE IN WOLF’S
CLOTHING
Terry Spear
PB

$13.99

Denali is a wolf shifter, real
estate mogul, and a billionaire.
When the top secret research
he’s funding attracts a gorgeous she-wolf, he’s
not sure what - or who - she’s really after.
BLUE
Danielle Steel
PB

$22.99

Ginny Carter was once a rising
star in TV news, married with
a young son. Until her whole
world dissolved on a freeway in
a single instant. In the aftermath, she somehow
pieces her life back together, but struggles
to truly find meaning in her life. Then, on the
anniversary of the fateful accident, she meets
13-year-old Blue Williams, who has been living
on the streets, utterly alone.
FAMILY TREE
Susan Wiggs
PB

$19.99

Annie Rush seems to have it
all, a handsome husband and
a fabulous life in Manhattan.
But all of that is snatched away
when she is involved is a life-changing accident.
Awakening from a coma a year later, Annie finds
that the life she knew has crumbled away. In the
throes of grief, she grasps her new reality. She
must start over, which means heading home.

PASSING THROUGH
PARADISE
Susan Wiggs
PB

$18.99

Less than two years ago, Sandra
was the happily married wife
of Victor Winslow, a politician
who could do no wrong and the favourite son of
a town called Paradise. Then an accident took
Victor’s life, leaving Sandra under a dark cloud of
suspicion. Now, Sandra has had enough. Her only
way out is to rebuild and sell her Victorian beach
house at the edge of town.
FLOWERS ON MAIN
CHESAPEAKE SHORE #2
Sherryl Woods

PB

$18.99

When her last two plays
are dismal failures and
her relationship with her
temperamental mentor falls apart, writer Bree
O’Brien abandons Chicago and the regional
theater where she hoped to make a name for
herself to return home. But not all is peaceful and
serene in Chesapeake Shores...
HARBOR LIGHTS
CHESAPEAKE SHORE #3
Sherryl Woods
PB

$18.99

Struggling in his role as a newly
single father, former army medic
Kevin O’Brien moves home
to Chesapeake Shores. He wants a haven for
himself and his toddler son, surrounded by the
family he knows he can count on. But Kevin is
suddenly facing a risk he hadn’t anticipated, in the
form of Main Street bookseller Shanna Carlyle.

HISTORICAL
THE WEEPING ASH
Joan Aiken
PB

$20.99

New bride Fanny Paget
experiences torment in her
loveless arranged marriage,
finding solace only in her
friendship with estate gardener Andrew Talgarth.
He never seems too busy to listen. But Fanny is
trapped, until her husband’s cousins arrive from
India and a series of explosive events unfold.
THE SMILE OF THE
STRANGER
Joan Aiken
PB

$20.99

The French Revolution forces
Juliana and her father to flee from
their Italian home and head back
to her grandfather’s estate. There she must face
a convincing fortune hunter who plans to steal her
inheritance, an aborted elopement, a mysterious
woman, and a handsome stranger.
WHAT THE DUKE
DOESN’T KNOW
Jane Ashford
PB

$18.99

Lord James Gresham is the fifth
son of the Duke of Langford. He’s
made his fortune; perhaps now he
should find a proper wife and set up his nursery.
But the sea calls to him, and his search for a wife
leaves him uninspired. Then, a dark beauty with a
heart for revenge is swept into his life.

IF I ONLY HAD A DUKE
Lenora Bell
PB

$19.99

After four failed seasons and a
disastrous jilting, Lady Dorothea
Beaumont has had more than
enough of her family’s scheming.
She quietly exits to her aunt’s Irish estate for a
life of blissful freedom. Until an arrogant, sinfully
handsome duke singles her out for a waltz.
MY BROWN-EYED EARL
Anna Bennett

PB

$18.99

William Ryder, Earl of Castleton,
is at the end of his noble rope.
Not only has he broken ties with
his mistress, his mother has
announced her wish for him to marry a suitable
young lady to help him raise his twins. Hiring a
governess should solve his problems. But when
he meets the candidate in question, he finds
himself in an entirely new predicament.
DO YOU WANT TO START
A SCANDAL
Tessa Dare
PB

$14.99

On the night of the Parkhurst ball,
someone had a scandalous tryst
in the library. Was it Lord Canby,
with the maid? Or Miss Fairchild, with a rake,
against the wall? Perhaps the butler did it. All
Charlotte Highwood knows is this: it wasn’t her.
But rumors to the contrary are buzzing.
RULES OF
ENGAGEMENT
Christina Dodd
PB

$18.99

Devon Mathewes, Earl of Kerrich,
finds his income and family
name imperiled by his notorious
reputation. So he demands three things. A
sensible governess who will not wish to visit his
bed - he can’t be bothered to make love to every
woman who wants him. An orphan he can adopt
and seem to care for - his apparent kindness will
cover him with respectability. And that his life not
be unduly altered.
WILD ECSTASY
Cassie Edwards

PB

$18.99

Beautiful and spirited, Mariah
Temple is the daughter of a
tyrannical father whose contempt
for Native Americans has given
them every reason to hate him. Echohawk is
the daring Chippewa brave sworn to avenge the
wrongs done to his people. When Mariah and
Echohawk meet, the forbidden is unavoidable...
SOCIETY’S MOST
SCANDALOUS RAKE
& UNMASKING MISS
LACEY
Isabelle Goddard
PB

$19.99

Domino de Silva appears
innocent: young, beautiful and pure. She charms
all who meet her. But all is not what it seems,
and a summer spent in Brighton promises every
delectable temptation. Joshua Marchmain is
reputed to be society’s most scandalous rake:
tall, flaxen-haired and wickedly handsome, with a
dangerous allure that can disgrace even the most
decent of ladies.

HISTORICAL
SUMMER BRIDE
Anne Gracie
PB

$12.99

Fiercely independent Daisy
Chance has a dream and it
doesn’t involve marriage or
babies (or being under any
man’s thumb). She has a passion for making
beautiful clothes and aims to become the finest
dressmaker in London. Dashing Irishman Patrick
Flynn is wealthy and ambitious, and has entered
society to find a bride.
WHEN WE TOUCH
Heather Graham
PB

$18.99

Queen Victoria’s London is a
teeming metropolis of pageantry,
desire, and danger - especially in
the East End, a hotbed of vice.
What widow Lady Maggie Graham does there
more than greases the rumor mill. When she
agrees to wed the Viscount Langdon, there are
those who would act upon their suspicions...
NO MISTRESS OF MINE:
AN AMERICAN HEIRESS
IN LONDON
Laura Lee Guhrke

PB

$14.99

After spending his youth as one
of the wildest rakes in the town,
Lord Somerton has devoted the past six years
to putting his past to rest. He is determined to
fulfill his duties, find a suitable wife, and start a
family, but that changes when Lola Valentine - the
temptress from his past - returns to London.
MAD FOR THE PLAID
PRINCES OF
OXENBURG #3
Karen Hawkins
PB

$18.99

Prince Nikolai Romanovin has
travelled to the deepest wilds of
Scotland to rescue his abducted grandmother.
Hoping to avoid an international incident, the
prince hatches a plan to slip into enemy territory
disguised as a groom. When he gets mixed up
with Mairi MacKenzie, also caring for an unruly
grandmother, senses are stirred...
HIGHLAND CHIEFTAIN
Hannah Howell

PB

$18.99

Responsible for protecting her
younger siblings from their
abusive father, Bethoc Matheson
is in no position to rescue another
soul in Scotland. Yet when she sees a bleeding
man on the verge of drowning, that s exactly
what she does, securing him safely in a cave
where she can return day after day to tend to
his wounds. Sir Callum MacMillan can scarcely
believe such a slight lass as Bethoc could save
him from the grasp of death.
DISCOVERY OF DESIRE
Susanne Lord
PB

$18.99

To the East India Company,
he’s the ideal explorer: unwed,
uncomplaining, strong as an
ox and profitable. There’s
nothing Seth Mayhew can’t find - until his sister
disappears en route to India. The expedition is
the first he fears he may fail, until he discovers a
valuable, and irresistible ally sailing on the same
ship to Bombay.

THIS EARL IS ON FIRE
Vivienne Lorret
PB

$14.5

Liam Cavanaugh, the scandalous
Earl of Wolford, is startled when
he awakens in an unfamiliar bed,
wrapped in bandages that hinder
his eyesight, with no memory of why he was
beaten half to death. Although he can’t see the
witty young woman who tends to his wounds, her
alluring voice and a single stolen kiss from her
soft lips helps soothe his pain.
A SCOT IN THE DARK
Sarah MacLean
PB

$19.99

Lonesome Lily turned
Scandalous Siren, Miss Lillian
Harwood has lived much of
her life alone in a gilded cage,
longing for love and companionship. When an
artist offers her pretty promises and begs her
to pose for a scandalous portrait, Lily doesn’t
hesitate... until the lying libertine leaves her in
disgrace.
TOWER OF THORNS
Juliet Marillier

PB

$18.99

Disillusioned healer Blackthorn
and her companion, Grim, have
settled in Dalriada. But trouble
has a way of seeking them out.
A noblewoman asks for the prince of Dalriada’s
help in expelling a creature who threatens the
land. With no ready solutions to offer, the prince
consults Blackthorn and Grim.
THE PERKS OF LOVING A
SCOUNDREL
Jennifer McQuiston
PB

$14.99

Mary is content to simply dream
about the heroes and adventures
she reads about in her books.
That way she won’t end up with a villain instead.
But sometimes only a scoundrel will do. When
she unexpectedly finds herself in the arms of
Geoffrey Westmore, London’s most notorious
scoundrel, it feels a bit like a plot from one of her
favourite novels.
THE REBEL HEIR
Elizabeth Michels

PB

$18.99

Ash is not Lord Crosby. He’s a
con artist, a noble Spare Heir
living off his silver tongue. When
the Green family ruined his,
he swore he’d make them pay, and he never
doubted his devotion to revenge until he met
Evangeline. Now, caught in a web of lies, what’s
a con to do but deceive all of London and steal
the one lady who dared match wits with the devil
himself?
ONCE A SOLDIER
Mary Jo Putney

PB

$19.99

Athena Markham has always
gloried in her independence.
But for the first time in her life,
she finds a man who might be
her match. Two of a kind, too brave for their own
good, Athena and Will vow to do whatever it takes
to vanquish San Gabriel’s enemies. For neither
will back down from death, and only together can
they find happiness and a love deeper than any
they’d dared imagine.

THE LAST CHANCE
CHRISTMAS BALL
Mary Jo Putney
PB

$18.99

Christmas 1815. Upstairs and
downstairs, Holbourne Abbey
is abuzz with preparations for
a grand ball to celebrate the year’s most festive
- and romantic - holiday. For at the top of each
guest’s wish list is a last chance to find true love
before the New Year. A delightful compilation
of stories by some of the greatest romance
novelists.
A HIGHLANDER’S
CHRISTMAS KISS
Paula Quinn

PB

$18.99

Christmas may be coming
to Linavar, but Temperance
Menzie is far from joyful. Griefstricken over the death of her father, she almost
didn’t see the wounded stranger in the woods.
And now she’s determined to give this brooding
Highlander the help she couldn’t give her father.
But there’s a secret lurking in his eyes...
THE RAKE’S REVENGE
& A CHRISTMAS
SECRET
Gail Ranstrom
PB

$19.99

Rob McHugh had survived
an agonizing ordeal in foreign
climes only to discover his family’s tragedy
was rooted in British soil. For a terrible irony
revealed that Afton Lovejoy, his beautiful
English rose, had dangerous thorns, and was,
in fact, the very woman he’d sworn to destroy!
A LADY DARES & A
LADY RISKS ALL
Bronwyn Scott

PB

$13.99

According to society, Elise
Sutton, hasn’t been a lady for
quite some time. A lady couldn’t
possibly run the family company and spend her
days on London’s crowded, tar-stained docks.
And she most certainly wouldnt associate
herself with the infamous Dorian Rowland!

WESTERN
WESTERN

CHRISTMAS ON MY
MIND
Janet Dailey
PB

$18.99

The town of Branding Iron
has a tradition that makes the
holidays especially festive the Cowboys’ Christmas Ball. But Sheriff Ben
Marsden, has no plans to attend. Not until a
pretty newcomer to his small town gets involved
in the planning.
GREEN CALDER
GRASS
Janet Dailey
PB

$14.5

Ty Calder’s wife, Jessy, finally
has all she’s ever wanted. But
shadowing this new happiness
are enemies greedy for her Montana land, so
much so they are willing to shed blood to get it.
And complicating matters is Ty’s ex-wife. Jessy
is soon faced with the fight of her life.

NO ONE BUT YOU
Leigh Greenwood

PB

$13.99

As a war widow with two small
children, Sarah Winborne needs
help. There are too many chores
on her Texas ranch and not
enough money to go around. Desperate times
call for desperate measures, so Sarah decides
to offer her hand in marriage to keep a roof over
their heads.
THE RANCHER
RETURNS
Brenda Jackson
PB

$12.99

Returning from active duty to
find his ranch being dug up by
a beautiful stranger isn’t the
homecoming Navy SEAL Gavin Blake expected.
Layla Harris is convinced there’s buried treasure
on his land. But the only treasure this wealthy
rancher wants to uncover is the professor’s
secret desires!
TURN AND BURN
Lorelei James

PB

$18.99

Tanna Barker is a world
champion barrel racer. But her
personal life has been less
successful. A rodeo injury has
left the restless spitfire holed up in Muddy Gap.
Veterinarian August Fletcher has always put his
job first. He’s never found a woman who could
handle his on-the-road lifestyle. But when sassy,
sexy Tanna blows into town, he finally finds the
woman of his fantasies.
DAKOTA HOME &
ALWAYS DAKOTA
Debbie Macomber
PB

$27.99

Jeb McKenna is a rancher, a
solitary man who’s learned to
endure. Maddy - unafraid and
openhearted - is drawn to Jeb, but he rejects her
overtures. Until one of North Dakota’s deadly
storms throws them together. Those few days
and nights bring unexpected consequences.
AGAINST THE WIND
Kat Martin
PB

$16.99

Sarah Allen burned a lot of
bridges when she left her
hometown. But when her
husband is murdered and
his associates come looking for her and her
daughter, Sarah has only one place left to go:
Wind Canyon, Wyoming. She runs right into
Jackson Raines, the man she spurned in high
school, who has now become a successful ranch
owner.
ALWAYS A COWBOY
Linda Lael Miller
PB

$29.99

Drake Carson is the
quintessential cowboy. In charge
of the family ranch, he knows the
realities of this life, its pleasures
and heartbreaks. Lately, managing the wild
stallions on his property is wearing him down.
When an interfering so-called expert arrives and
starts offering her opinion, Drake is wary, but he
can’t deny the longing - and the challenge - she
stirs in him.

DENIM AND LACE
Diana Palmer
PB

$18.99

Bess Samson was raised in
privilege, but always had a thing
for Cade Hollister, the rough-andtumble cowboy next door. But he
turned her down hard. Humiliated, she grew up
and moved on, but never truly gave up hope. Cade
has secretly always adored Bess, but is filled with
disdain for her wealth. Will they, or won’t they?
FIRE BRAND
Diana Palmer
PB

$18.99

Gaby Cane was always a bit
afraid of her attraction to Bowie
McCayde. Even when she was
15 and Bowie’s family took her in,
she had sensed his simmering resentment. Now,
years later, she’s an aspiring journalist who can
hold her own with any man professionally, the dark
shadows of years gone by far behind her. Then
Bowie strides back into her life. Only this time, he
needs her....
CHRISTMAS COWBOY,
WILL OF STEEL & NOW
AND FOREVER
Diana Palmer
PB

$19.99

Chief Theodore Graves - a
man as rugged as the land he
passionately wants to claim as his own. Only one
thing stands in his way: a feisty woman who is
prepared meet his challenge. Sparks fly as they
go toe-to-toe, but can the man with a will of steel
finally learn what it means to bend?
LAST CHANCE REBEL
Maisey Yates
PB

$12.99

The man who ruined Rebecca
Bear’s life just strolled back into
it with one heck of an offer. Years
ago, Gage West’s recklessness
left Rebecca scarred inside and out. Now he wants
to make amends by gifting her the building that
houses her souvenir store. Rebecca won’t take
Gage’s charity, but she’s willing to make a deal
with the sexy, reclusive cowboy.

PARANORMAL
TWILIGHT DREAMS
Amanda Ashley

PB

$18.99

When Holly Parrish mistakes
Micah Ravenwood for someone
else, her life takes a dramatic turn.
Unbeknownst to Holly, Micah is
a vampire. Powerless to resist her attraction to
Micah, Holly finds herself caught up in a world she
never dreamed existed.
GUARDIAN’S MATE
Jennifer Ashley
PB

$12.99

Chosen as the Guardian of her
Montana Shiftertown, wolf Shifter
Rae Lyall is facing opposition,
for no woman has ever been
selected for this powerful position. Still adjusting
to the new authority thrust upon her, Rae travels
to train with Zander Moncrieff, a Shifter healer,
tasked with teaching her about her new role and its
responsibilities.

VIKING WARRIOR REBEL
Asa Maria Bradley

PB

$18.99

Astrid Irisdotter is a Valkyrie: a
fierce warrior fighting to protect
humanity from the evil god Loki
and his brutal minions. She’s on
an urgent mission for her queen when everything
goes hideously sideways. Undercover agent Luke
Holden arrives on the scene just in time to save
her life-and put his own on the line.
BLOOD RED KISS
Kresley Cole
PB

$18.99

Good things always come in
threes, and this paranormal
romance anthology featuring
steamy stories from New York
Times bestselling authors Kresley Cole, Larissa
Ione, and Gena Showalter is no exception.
Get ready for a collection chock full of vamps,
demons, aliens, and plenty of sizzle.
UNRAVELED
Jennifer Estep
PB

$12.99

As the current queen of the
Ashland underworld, you would
think that Gin Blanco would
know all about secret societies
controlling things from behind the scenes. She
might be the Spider, the city’s most fearsome
assassin, but all her Ice and Stone elemental
magic hasn’t done her a lick of good in learning
more about “the Circle”.
DARK GHOST
Christine Feehan
PB

$19.99

He wasn’t civilised or tame. He
had his own code and he lived by
it. Monk, bounty hunter, vampire
slayer, Andre Boroi has spent
centuries battling the undead, holding out against
the dark with honour. But now, gravely wounded
by a master vampire, will Andre survive?
SO I MARRIED A DEMON
SLAYER
Angie Fox, Kathy Love,
Lexi George
PB

$18.99

In the lusty humidity of the Deep
South, among the neon lights
of Vegas, and the glitz of high-fashion, demon
slayers are the new sexy... Three stories by the
genre’s hottest talents. In “Hot”, the devil really
does wear Prada. In “What Slays in Vegas”, a
sexy succubus comes up against a murderous
boss. And in “The Bride Wore Demon Dust”, meet
perfection in a tuxedo, out to protect his Alabama
girl from those intent on her destruction!
SHADOW SILENCE
WHISPER HOLLOW 2
Yasmine Galenorn
PB

$18.99

Enter Whisper Hollow at your
own risk, for in this town, spirits
walk among the living, and the
lake never gives up her dead. Fifteen years ago,
Kerris Fellwater ran away. But Whisper Hollow
wove its spell and called her back. In this haunted
town, people don’t stay buried, and it’s up to spirit
shaman, Kerris, to drive the dead back to where
they belong!

PARANORMAL
FROST LINE
Linda Howard
PB

$19.99

Lenna’s not supposed to be
here, interacting with mortals.
She’s definitely not supposed to
be drawn to the sexy mercenary
sent to retrieve her by any means necessary.
As a Hunter for magical beings, Caine’s duty
is simple: return this compelling, impossibly
attractive woman or eliminate her. Instead he’s
drawn into Lenna’s dangerous rescue mission.
BITE ME PRIDE #9
Shelly Laurenston

PB

$18.99

Livy Kowalski has no time for
idiots. When you shapeshift into
a honey badger, getting through
life’s irritants is a finely honed
skill. That’s where Vic Barinov comes in. Vic
can’t step outside without coming back to find
Livy devouring his honey stash and getting the
TV remote sticky. It gets his animal instincts all
riled up. But he’ll have to woo her at high speed:
all hell is breaking loose, and Livy is leading the
charge...
RACE THE DARKNESS
Abbie Roads
PB

$18.99

Scarred by lightning, burdened
with a power that gives him no
peace, criminal investigator
Xander Stone struggles to
maintain his sanity against the voice that haunts
him day and night - the voice of a woman
begging him to save her.
THE LAST TIME I SAW
HER
Karen Robards

PB

$19.99

In this world, Dr Charlotte
Stone is an expert psychologist,
helping to catch serial killers.
In the next world, Charlotte’s ghostly lover wrongly executed killer Michael Garland - is
facing death yet again: the ultimate annihilation
of his soul. Can Charlie prove Michael’s
innocence and rescue him from total oblivion?
IMMORTAL NIGHTS
Lynsay Sands
PB

$19.99

Abigail Forsythe’s life hasn’t
been easy. Still, if there’s one
thing guaranteed to take her
mind off an empty bank account
and abandoned dreams, it’s a naked man locked
in a plane’s cargo hold. A very big, incredibly
gorgeous naked man.
A VERY JAGUAR
CHRISTMAS
Terry Spear
PB

$18.99

As a protector of all jaguarkind, Guardian agent Demetria
MacFarlane isn’t surprised
to get a call near Christmas. But when she’s
sent to protect a cub, her holiday season gets
complicated. And it doesn’t help that her partner
is a distraction of the hottest kind. Hotshot JAG
agent Everett Anderson can handle dangerous
poachers and wildlife traffickers, no problem...
but kids? Working with one sexy Guardian shecat may be the best present he’s ever gotten.

SUSPENSE
BEFORE SHE DIES
Mary Burton

PB

$22.99

Holding his victims under water,
he washes away their sins,
before exposing them for what
they really are: witches. No one
knows about defense attorney
Charlotte Wellington’s murdered sister, or about
her childhood spent with the carnival that’s just
arrived in town. For Charlotte, what’s past is past.
But others don’t agree.
MY WILD IRISH DRAGON
Ashlyn Chase

PB

$18.99

Born into a legendary Boston
firefighting family, phoenix shifter
Ryan Fierro can’t possibly let
someone best him on the training
course or the job. He’d never hear the end of it.
When a feisty new recruit comes along who’s
determined to do just that, Ryan plots to kick her
out, until their sizzling chemistry turns explosive...
DARKEST JOURNEY #20
Heather Graham
PB

$12.99

Charlene Moreau is back in St.
Francisville, Louisiana. One night,
she stumbles across the body of
a Civil War reenactor, the second
murdered in two days. Charlie is shocked to learn
that her father is a suspect. Meanwhile, Ethan
Delaney, new to the FBI’s Krewe of Hunters, is
brought in on the case. He and Charlie have a
history of their own...
DIRTY LITTLE LIES
Lora Leigh

PB

$18.99

Zack Richards knows he’s asking
for trouble. Trying to protect a
member of the notorious Maddox
family could get a man killed,
even a battle-scarred, muscle-ripped alpha like
Zack. But the woman who has captured his
wildest fantasies is nothing like the rest of her
power-hungry clan. She quickly becomes the one
shining light in his dark, desperate world.
LIAR’S KEY
Carla Neggers

THE SECRETS SHE KEPT
Brenda Novak

PB

$12.99

After walking away from his
mother and her controlling ways,
Keith built a new life in LA. He’s
also accumulated a fortune of
his own. But as soon as he learns of his mother’s
death, he returns to Fairham. Coming home to
Fairham puts him back in contact with Nancy
Dellinger, the woman he hurt so badly when he
left before.
SAFE FROM HARM
Kate Serine

PB

$18.99

Deputy Gabe Dawson has had
his eye on prosecuting attorney
Elle McCoy for years. But the
smart, sassy redhead is immune
to his legendary charm and good looks. Until
Gabe is shot on the courthouse steps protecting
Elle from a vengeful domestic extremist. It’s hard
not to notice a guy when he takes a bullet for you
and seems determined to turn his life around.

EROTICA
UNDER THE LIGHTS
Abbi Glines
PB

$17.99

Willa can’t erase the bad
decisions of her past but
she can fight for forgiveness
from her family. And she can
protect herself by refusing to let
anyone else get close to her. Even high school
quarterback and town golden boy Brady...
THE PROTECTOR
Jodi Ellen Malpas
PB

$19.99

Jake Sharp resides in his own
personal hell. He was distracted
from duty once before, and the
consequences were devastating both personally and professionally. Accepting the
job of bodyguard to Camille Logan isn’t the kind
of distraction from his demons he should take.
Women and Jake don’t mix well...
SHOW ME HOW
Molly McAdams

PB

$14.5

After her first love was ripped
PB
$12.99
from her grasp four years earlier,
Emma Sharpe is suspicious when
Charlie Easton was sure she
retired Special Agent, a legend
would never be able to trust
in FBI art crimes, drops by her
anyone with the shattered pieces of her heart
Boston office for a visit. Gordy
again. That is, until Deacon Carver forces himself
says he’s heard rumours about stolen ancient
into her life, and makes those pieces swirl in
mosaics. Emma, an art crimes specialist herself,
chaos...
won’t discuss the rumours. Especially since they
involve Oliver York, an unrepentant art thief.
THE EXPOSURE
SUBMISSIVE 8
HER DARKEST
Tara Sue Me
NIGHTMARE
PB
$18.99
Brenda Novak
Meagan Bishop gave up
PB
$19.99
modeling after an ill-fated tryst
Evelyn Talbot is the pioneering
with a sexy photographer left her
head of the Hanover House
career and heart in shambles. When that same
institute in Alaska. She engages
sexy shutterbug makes a titillating offer to do a
daily with killers who have no conscience, no
BDSM spread for his new photography book,
remorse and a desire to murder her.She wants to she’s determined to refuse - until an anonymous
figure them out and stop them. When a mutilated blackmailer entices her to accept. Now, her
body is found in town, Evelyn is forced to question body is again at the whim of the man who broke
herself, her inmates and whether her darkest
her heart, and she’s finding his strong direction
nightmare has come back to haunt her.
undeniably intriguing...

EROTICA
HER NAUGHTY HOLIDAY
Tiffany Reisz
PB

$13.5

Clover Greene would sooner
crawl into her oven than host her
family for Thanksgiving dinner.
Yet another annual ritual of too
much food, served with a side
of criticism over “Clover’s Bad Life Choices.”
This year, she needs to distract them all—with
a handsome fake boyfriend. And she has the
perfect guy in mind...
AN INDECENT
PROPOSAL
Katee Robert
PB

$19.99

Cillian O’Malley has been too
close to death one too many
times. First with his brother killed
and then getting shot himself. He wants nothing
more than to be done with the family “business,”
a desire made even stronger when he meets
Olivia, the new bartender in his favourite
hangout.
FURIOUS RUSH
S. C. Stephens
PB

$19.99

For Mackenzie Cox, racing
motorcycles is in her blood.
Born into a family legacy, she’s
determined to show the world
that she has inherited her father’s talent in this
male-dominated sport. The last thing Kenzie
needs is to be antagonised by her rival team’s
newest rider, Hayden Hayes, exceedingly
arrogant and outrageously attractive...
CHRISTMAS IN HIS BED
Sasha Summers

PB

$13.5

Tatum Buchanan is trying to
move on with her life. But she’s
shocked to discover her exhusband has rented out her
childhood home to her high school sweetheart!
And the last thing she expects to see is grownup Spencer’s cut, hard body! With the holidays
looming and Spencer’s presence in her house
driving her wild, Tatum strikes a bargain with
him: 12 days of no-strings sex.
NOTHING MORE
Anna Todd
PB

$24.99

Book 1 of a new series
featuring ‘After’ fan-favorite
Landon Gibson as he leaves
Washington to navigate love
and life in New York City. At the end of After
Ever Happy, Landon got married. But readers
everywhere have been wondering who will get to
call the hero of the series their forever love?
ON MY KNEES
Meredith Wild

PB

$19.99

Haunted by the responsibility
of caring for her troubled
family, Maya Jacobs gave the
only answer she could when
Cameron asked her to marry him. Years later,
entrenched in a soulless professional routine,
she distracts herself from the lingering regret of
her decision with a work hard, play hard lifestyle
that guarantees no man will ever find his way
into her heart again. Can she keep it this way?.

LOCAL
INTO THE FIRE
Meredith Wild
PB

$19.99

Darren Bridge is living a
bachelor’s dream. When he’s not
running into burning buildings
with his crew, he’s training the
flavor of the week at his brother’s gym. Few
women have ever been off limits, until Vanessa.
Smart, beautiful, and legs for days, she’s unlike
anyone he’s ever met. Too bad he’s sworn to
leave her alone.

RURAL
THE FAMILY SECRET
Fiona Palmer

PB

$32.99

Kim Richards is a creative
woman of the land, a rural
ambassador who’s renowned for
her contribution to her community.
But deep down, she’s lonely. She’s already
watched the man she loves falls for someone
else, and her dream of starting her own family
feels like it’s slipping through her fingers. Enter
Charlie McNamara, an older man who’s arrived in
Lake Grace on business.
SADDLER BOYS
Fiona Palmer
PB

$22.99

Schoolteacher Natalie has always
been a city girl so when she takes
up a posting at a tiny school
in remote Western Australia, it
proves quite the culture shock. But she is soon
welcomed by the inquisitive locals, particularly
young student Billy and his intriguing single dad.

LOCAL

DARING TO DREAM #1
Nora Roberts
PB

$19.99

Raised together, Kate, Margo,
and Laura are as close as real
sisters, despite their differing
backgrounds. Laura is the
beloved daughter of the wealthy Templetons,
Kate is her orphaned cousin, and Margo is the
housekeeper’s daughter. Margo’s world crashes
when the man she loves loses all her money.
HOLDING THE DREAM #2
Nora Roberts
PB

$19.99

Driven by ambition, Kate
measures her life’s success with
each soaring promotion. But
now faced with accusations of
professional impropriety, Kate feels that she has
lost everything she’s worked so hard for. Which is
when Byron DeWitt walks into her life and Kate is
forced to reevaluate everything.
FINDING THE DREAM #3
Nora Roberts

PB

$19.99

With her best friends starting
families, Laura feels isolated.
Then her brother’s friend, bad
boy Michael, asks to rent her
stables and she reluctantly agrees. Laura finds
him disturbingly attractive, but Michael is a man
who has never stayed long with any project or
commitment. Dare she lay her heart open again?

JEWELS OF THE SUN #1
Nora Roberts

PB

$19.99

Jude Murray isn’t given to
dramatic decisions. So she’s as
surprised as anyone when she
quits her job in Chicago and
takes refuge in the picturesque village of Ardmore.
Surrounded by the beautiful Irish scenery and
refreshed by a more relaxed lifestyle, Jude
becomes fascinated by the local folklore.Aidan
Gallagher happens to be an expert in Ireland’s
haunting myths. After years of travelling, he’s
returned home...
TEARS OF THE MOON #2
Nora Roberts

PB

$19.99

Tough and independent, Brenna
has been secretly in love with
Shawn for years. When she finally
admits her true feelings, Shawn
rejects her advances, protective of his single
life. But Brenna doesn’t give up that easily. And
there are other forces at work in the enchanting
village of Ardmore. Perhaps fate will step in with a
helping hand...
HEART OF THE SEA #3
Nora Roberts

PB

$19.99

Trevor has arrived in the
picturesque village of Ardmore to
build a theatre, and uncover the
secrets of his family’s past. Darcy
and Trevor are drawn to each other, but neither
is convinced they’ve found the one. But Ardmore
has a way of weaving its magic, and the forces of
destiny can only be resisted for so long...
THE MACGREGOR
BRIDES & THE
MACGREGOR GROOMS
Nora Roberts
PB

$19.99

At 90, there is nothing the
powerful patriarch of the
MacGregor clan would like more than to see his
three eldest granddaughters happily married.
So Daniel MacGregor has handpicked three
unsuspecting candidates he believes would make
perfect husbands. But this might be his biggest
matchmaking challenge yet.
BURN #1
Suzanne Wright
PB

$19.99

Part of a small demon lair in Las
Vegas, tattooist Harper Wallis
lives a pretty simple life. That
changes overnight when she
discovers that her psychic mate, or ‘anchor’, is
a guy who’s rumoured to be the most powerful
demon in existence.
BLAZE #2
Suzanne Wright
PB

$19.99

Life “ever after” isn’t as easy
as it used to be. Harper’s gone
from being a member of a small
demon lair to co-Prime of one of
the most powerful lairs in the US with a mate who,
though hot as hell, is just a mite overprotective - I
mean, you get kidnapped by dark practitioners
just once... Then one of Knox’s demons goes
rogue, and in his madness decides Knox Thorne
must die. Harper’s worried...
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